CASE STUDY

Acrylic bonding – when it absolutely must look right

The high end acrylic fabrication company Dauphin Restoration Ltd, founded in 1986, designs and makes cast acrylic mounts, cases and cabinets for an increasing number of state and private collectors alike. With an invitation to receive the Royal Warrant as Mount Makers to Her Majesty The Queen, Dauphin has established itself as the world’s largest maker of exquisite cast acrylic (Perspex®) mounts, stands and holders for collectable items. So when they received an important private commission for a museum quality decorative display table in 40mm smoked acrylic to go in a high end modern London house, they reviewed the assembly process with our specialist adhesives engineering sales team.

The design called for a large number of small acrylic blocks (approx. 100) to be fixed onto three larger pieces of thick smoked acrylic, forming a contemporary cubist style table. The cubes not only add thickness and style, they contribute strength at the joints where the structure is built up a block at a time. Most especially the whole assembly – joints and all – would be fully visible to the world and absolutely must pass 100% inspection.

Explained Alex Abbott of Dauphin:

“It became clear at an early stage that a UV and visible light cure adhesive was the only way to do the job. It would give us the opportunity to apply, assemble and inspect at our leisure so we could ensure full coverage and no bubbles. We were able to then wipe off any excess after adjustment and light cure in seconds so we could move on to assemble the next block almost instantly and with full confidence in the integrity of the work we were building up.”

(continued on next page)
Abbott continued:

“We have six people using adhesives on a daily basis so this new and very high quality project gave us the opportunity to develop expertise in UV technology with the help of Intertronics staff who provided guidance and training. The initial investment cost was quite low and the material proved more reliable than other adhesives where bubbles can develop in the curing process. Not only were we able to produce a very high quality piece more quickly than otherwise – we have now developed our expertise with this process which we will continue to use on a daily basis and expect to make significant savings in time and rework costs as a consequence.”

Dymax Ultra Light-Weld 3099 UV/Visible Light Curing Adhesive

- Resilient adhesive with excellent adhesion to acrylic (PMMA)
- Clear, low viscosity UV cured adhesive produces clear, bubble-free bond lines
- Can be cured with LED curing lamps

Applications include: Bonding clear and translucent acrylic, PMMA, polycarbonate, PVC alloys, and polyurethane; Bonding point-of-sale plastics

IUV250 UV Curing Flood Lamp

- High performance 250 watt hand-held UV lamp with separate power supply unit
- Aluminium UV lamp unit is compact, lightweight and extremely durable
- Illumination area is typically 130mm x 75mm
- Fan cooled for low UV lamp housing temperatures
- Glass filter assembly is fitted to a hinged front door, enabling easy access for UV bulb and glass filter replacement and cleaning
- Elapsed hour counter for UV bulb change scheduling
- Auto reset thermal safety cut out
- Wire mesh over filter glass for protection

Applications include: Curing of UV adhesives for glass, plastic & metals; Curing of UV potting on electrical & electronic components; Production and repair of 3D models from stereolithography (UV hardening polyester resins)

Contact us for more information on our adhesives and UV curing equipment
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